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ABSTRACT

As the research on convergence of knowledge is being progressed, STEAM creativity education and training become important. With the rapid advancement in the information and communication technologies, the computer literacy training actively deploys variety of smart devices and three-dimensional educational content. In this paper, 3D modeling and simulation platform for smart learning is proposed. The proposed 3D M&S education platform can improve creative thinking, application of convergence of knowledge, and various problem-solving skills. This current research aims to be foundations for the next generation of smart education curriculum development.
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INTRODUCTION

With ever increasing importance of creativity education and smart curriculum, there have been active researches on smart learning throughout smart training strategy. One of the most important directions in smart learning implies creativity education. This has paved a new way to AR (Augmented Reality) based or 3D contents based education using smart devices as important didactics. Such a didactics requires convergent way of thinking and creativity development, which would change a whole paradigm in education. The creativity education enables creative design and brain development for new idea, imagination, and CPS (creative problem-solving). This makes the creativity education be a fundamental for an applied education such as STEAM education [1, 2]. Figure 1 explains STEAM pyramid by Georgette Yakman [3]. STEAM is proving successful in schools all around the world to better teach academic and life skills in a standards-backed, realistic-based, personally relevant exploratory learning environment. The STEAM structure explains how all the divisions of education and life work together, therefore it offers a formal place in the STEM structure for the Language Arts, Social Studies, and the purposeful integration of the exploratory subjects including; the Arts, Music, CTE and Physical Education divisions of public education [4]. Shifting to a STEAM perspective means understanding learning contextually; not only in terms of having a framework that illustrates where the subjects overlap, but also in providing a living and adaptable learning structure for ever-changing personal and unpredictable global development [5]. The current trends in education that are related to the discipline include areas of integration, academic accountability, and a variety of literacies [6].
The smart learning gets possible by comprehensive paradigm shifts in IT technologies, media technologies, teaching-learning model, and social networking platform. Most of all, IT technologies allow a student to access any information anytime and anywhere. Especially, cloud computing is an enabling technology providing various contents for the smart learning along with learner’s group intelligence and environment for social learning [7].

Digital textbook by media technologies is another cornerstone for the shift. With the digital textbook, a student can entertain multimedia data, which is far efficient and convenient in learning, compared to a paper textbook. The importance of appearance in the design of digital textbooks was highlighted in the Visual Book experiment, which studied the application of the paper book metaphor to the design and production of electronic textbooks. The digital textbook found that users received electronic texts that closely resemble their paper counterparts in terms of visual components such as size, quality and design positively. Readers felt familiar with the representation of the book on screen and were able to rely on their experience with paper books to interact with the electronic textbook [8]. A good example is AR that allows more interactive and live learning. One drawback of AR is it requires special equipment or induces lots of costs in creating good contents [9]. This research gives a brief insight into the potential and challenges of using collaborative Augmented Reality in education within the greater context of immersive virtual learning environments [10]. For now, this is limiting big potential of AR in the smart learning.

In addition, the paradigm shift comes from a change in teaching-learning model as well. The model is changing from teacher-centric to learner-oriented. In the learner-oriented model, learner’s tendency and learning method are analyzed to suggest a learning model tailored to a learner. Based on the analysis, group study, mentor-mentee learning and peer-learning can be considered, where the effectiveness of learning is maximized by learner’s self-motivation and experienced members.

Finally, social network platform contributes to the comprehensive paradigm shift. Web 2.0 leads innovation and changes which gives a birth to Education 2.0. The core of the Education 2.0 lies in the fact that learners communicate with each other and produce knowledge based on openness, share, and participation [11]. Major universities have shared class materials and made them available to a public. This is called OER (Open Educational Resource). The examples are MIT’s Open Course Ware, Yale’s Open Yale Course, and University of California Television [12, 13]. OER mainly focuses on information delivery rather than an active interaction from/to a learner. The learner cannot apply one’s experience or creativity directly to OER to learn by exercise. To address this limitation, this paper provides next-generation education platform for smart creativity learning, which allows a learner to absorb knowledge and apply them quickly throughout direct modeling and simulation.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, case studies and education status utilizing simulation are discussed as related works. Section 3 introduces 3D M&S education platform design and a case of learning method-taking advantage of the platform. Finally, a result, conclusion and future works is presented.

RELATED WORKS

Smart learning makes use of smart devices. The devices realize anywhere and anytime access to educational contents, which opens a new chapter for learning process. The smart learning with smart devices is efficient, but the current smart learning has limitation where the learning is one-way and not that interactive. To mitigate the limitation and provide more interaction, simulation-based learning method is proposed. One of the approaches for the simulation based learning method makes use of a virtual robot. The virtual robot is simulation software to simulate a behavior and operation of an actual robot. To give an example, MSRDS (Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio) is robot platform software virtualizing physical robot. Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio was publicly released in December 2006 with the explicit goal of providing an industry software standard for robot control. To become a viable standard, several technical challenges needed to be solved. MSRDS is a Windows-based system focused on facilitating the creation of robotics applications. It is built upon a lightweight service-oriented programming model that makes simple the development of asynchronous, state-driven applications. Its environment enables users for interacting and controlling robots with different programming languages [14]. Moreover, its platform provides a common programming framework that enables code and skills transfer including the integration of external applications. Intelligent robot development platform provides tools to implement virtual robot and define
environment where the robot is implemented and working [15]. Another example is Simbad. Figure 2 shows the interface of Simbad platform providing 3D robot simulation engine and tools based on JAVA [16].

Figure 2. Simbad Platform Interface

Simbad is an open source Java 3d robot simulator for scientific and educational purposes. Even though Simbad supports Mac, Windows, and Linux environment and can be extensible by new API, it provides limited set of simulation environments [17]. Because of this, it is hard to expect great improvement in learner’s creativity development or problem solving technique. Other examples cover TeamBots and Eyesym. TeamBots is able to simulate several robots simultaneously. This is possible throughout its central control system. The issue with the TeamBots is that it is not for learning. Rather than for learning purpose, it focuses on the actual robot development. Figure 3 shows the robot soccer simulation interface [18].

Figure 3. TeamBots platform

Software robot has great potential and merits for learner-oriented education. To fully maximize the potential and merits, this paper proposes a software platform to perform smart convergent education based on robot simulation environment, which effectively realizes smart learning. The proposed platform is named as 3D M&S. It provides robot simulation environment and can sync software robot with an actual robot, which can dramatically reduce robot development cost and time.

DESIGN OF 3D M&S EDUCATION PLATFORM

3D M&S education platform consists of a) model design part and b) simulation engine. a) implements GUI based IDE (Integrated Development Environment) to provide flexible model design for learner’s creative idea. b) interprets component based VPL (Visual Program Language) for simulation. Figure 4 shows each module in the 3D M&S education platform.
Based on robot technology, model design and simulation process on 3D M&S platform covers science, mathematics, and art for smart learning. The property of smart learning is a) model design is based on science, b) program is implemented using mathematical algorithm, and c) designed model is shaped artistically. a) and b) can improve creative thinking and problem solving skills while c) is good for artistic sense. SMART education designs a robot based on scientific principles, programs it with mathematical algorithm, and artistically shape it. When implementing a robot, creative thinking and problem solving technique plays a critical role. Therefore, prior to an education, it is important to design teach-learning model after defining what is scientific thinking ability, mathematical application, and artistic design. In SMART teach-learning model, basic tasks are designed for all students in a scientific school [19].

**M&S Learning Process**

M&S Leaners to use their ideas through a variety of modeling are to assemble the parts. And modeling program for the robot is built on VPL. The simulation program written to run directly from the WEB can be seen. The learning process using 3D M&S platform consists of five steps. The steps are as follows.

**[Step 1] survey activity:** understand a problem and imagine a robot to resolve it

**[Step 2] design and modeling:** design and model a robot considering requirements.

**[Step 3] model development:** implement a robot using modeling tool

**[Step 4] programming:** implement a program to describe major functions of the robot

**[Step 5] simulation and experiment:** perform experiments throughout robot simulation

---

*Figure 4. 3D M&S platform environment*

*Figure 5. Lego’s NXT Mind Storm Robot Modeling and Assembly Process*
Learners drag and drop on the left side of the robot parts easily can be assembled on the main screen. In this paper, by utilizing part of the educational robot was implemented. Depending on the parts they need to add, delete, and modify the two is possible. Figure 5 shows Lego’s NXT mind storm robot modeling and its assembly process using the M&S platform. If a learner performs all the five steps using actual hardware, large costs should be paid. In addition to the cost issue, number of possible hardware components would be limited as well. According to the research by Fagin and Merkle [20], a learner is less satisfied with the education using a robot because feasible models that a learner can make are limited and an experiment is not easy.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5. Lego’s NXT mind storm robot modeling and its assembly process using the M&S platform.**

Figure 5 shows Lego’s NXT mind storm robot modeling and its assembly process using the M&S platform. If a learner performs all the five steps using actual hardware, large costs should be paid. In addition to the cost issue, number of possible hardware components would be limited as well. According to the research by Fagin and Merkle [20], a learner is less satisfied with the education using a robot because feasible models that a learner can make are limited and an experiment is not easy.

**Figure 6. VPL programming process for simulation**

Figure 6 shows a VPL (Visual Programming Language) programming example for a modeled robot. Instead of using complex programming structure, components for robot’s major parts are provided. This reduces burden to learn VPL programming language itself, which allows a learner to focus on the robot’s functions. With the reduced burden, anyone without any programming background can develop convergent thinking on scientific principles because describing robot’s functions requires lots of mathematical algorithms and complex logics. Visual Programming Language is an application development environment designed on a graphical dataflow-based programming model. Rather than series of imperative commands sequentially executed, a dataflow program is more like a series of workers on an assembly line, who do their assigned task as the materials arrive. As a result VPL is well suited to programming a variety of concurrent or distributed processing scenarios. VPL is targeted for beginner programmers with a basic understanding of concepts like variables and logic. However, VPL is not limited to novices. The programming language may appeal to more advanced programmers for rapid prototyping or code development. As a result, VPL may appeal to a wide audience of users including students, enthusiasts/hobbyists, as well as possibly web developers and professional programmers. A VPL dataflow consists of a connected sequence of activities represented as blocks with inputs and outputs that can be connected to other activity blocks.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 7. Robot Simulation**

Figure 7 shows how a learner can perform simulation in M&S platform. Throughout various simulations, the learner can see the model works as required and check any issues in the model. The robotics simulator can refer to several different robotics simulation applications. For example, in mobile robotics applications, behavior-based robotics...
simulators allow users to create simple worlds of rigid objects and light sources and to program robots to interact with these worlds. The simulator allows for robotics programs to be conveniently written and debugged off-line with the final version of the program tested on an actual robot. Of course, this primarily holds for industrial robotic applications only, since the success of off-line programming depends on how similar the real environment of the robot is to the simulated environment. Sensor-based robot actions are much more difficult to simulate and/or to program off-line, since the robot motion depends on the instantaneous sensor readings in the real world.

RESULTS

We performed experiment on the education effect and satisfaction of 3D simulation-based M&S education platform process presented in this paper. For the experiment, students in middle school and high school are selected. When it comes to the students in middle school, we choose 45 students enrolled in ICT(Information & Communication Technology) genius class that a state government runs. As for the high school students, 45 students were selected. Table 1 summarizes the experimental results in terms of type of students, number of people, education hours, and education subject. Students from middle school designed a driving robot on their own creative idea and programmed if following the guideline of 3D simulation-based M&S education process. In contrast, students from high school, is given they developed a robot arm by following the M&S learning analysis step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Students</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Hours (Education + Practice)</th>
<th>Education Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle School (14-16 years old)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>32 hours</td>
<td>Driving Robot Modeling &amp; Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School (17-19 years old)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32 hours</td>
<td>Robot Arm Modeling &amp; Simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 explains results of students’ satisfaction and usefulness on the education effect after 3D simulation-based M&S education process. As shown in the figure, over 90% of the students got very satisfied with the M&S study and the M&S education platform can be applicable to middle and high levels of students. Of this study is to investigate statistical methods were analyzed with reference to the Likert scale. A Likert scale is a psychometric scale commonly involved in research that employs questionnaires [21]. It is the most widely used approach to scaling responses in survey research. A Likert item is simply a statement that the respondent is asked to evaluate according to any kind of subjective or objective criteria; generally the level of agreement or disagreement is measured [22].
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, 3D simulation-based M&S education platform is introduced for smart learning. The platform proposes learner-oriented didactics by utilizing a virtual robot. The platform can improve creativity and convergent thinking. In addition, it is effective in enhancing creative problem solving ability. Next step for our research is to perform further investigation on learner’s learning pattern and study how to use the pattern for smart learning.
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